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1. Introduction. In his paper [2], H. S. Ruse proved three theo-

rems concerning parallel fields of partially-null planes in a Rieman-

nian space with an indefinite metric. His proof was based on certain

recurrence formulas obtained by applying A. G. Walker's recurrence

formulas (cf. Walker [3] or Proposition (a) given below) to quasi-

orthogonal re-tuples of vectors constructed by the present author

[4]. In this paper, we give a direct and simpler proof of Ruse's

theorems and show that his theorems, which were established by him

only locally, also hold globally.

Throughout this paper, the manifolds, fields of r-planes and so on

are assumed to be of class C°°. We refer the reader to Walker [3],

Ruse [2] and especially §1.1 of Wong [5] for the definitions and

terminology used and a proof of the following proposition which will

be needed.

Proposition. Let AI be a connected, differentiable manifold with a

linear connexion.

(a) A fieldH of r-planes on M is parallel iff in each coordinate neigh-

bourhood TJ EM and for any local basis {XA} (1 ̂ A ^r) ofH in TJ,

VkXhB = LkBXA        (1 g A, B g r),

where V denotes covariant differentiation and LiB are some covectors on TJ.

(b) Let r be a fixed positive number. If for each point u in M, there

exists some coordinate neighbourhood TJ-3 u in M, and a set of r vectors

F* (1 SA gr) ore TJ such that

on U: VkY\ = LkAYB        (1 S A, B g r),

and

on U O U*: Y*a. = iA*YA,        Ya = d>AY*A*        (1 g A, A* g r),

where TJ* is another coordinate neighbourhood and d>A., d>A are func-

tions on UC\ TJ*, then the local fields of planes spanned by these sets of

local vector fields piece together into a parallel field of planes on M.
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2. The theorem. For a connected Riemannian manifold M with an

indefinite Riemannian metric, a vector subspace of any of its tangent

spaces is said to be of nullity s if one (and then every) of its mutually

orthogonal basis contains exactly 5 null vectors. As in Ruse [2],

a parallel field of r-planes on M each of which is of nullity 5 will

simply be called a parallel r-plane of nullity s. Ruse discovered that

the existence on M of a parallel r-plane of nullity s for some special

values of r and s possesses exceptional features in that it necessitates

the existence of parallel planes other than its null part and its conju-

gate. We state his main results as follows.

Theorem. Let M be a connected n-dimensional Riemannian manifold

with an indefinite Riemannian metric.

(a) I/n = 2m and M admits a null parallel (m — l)-plane, then it also

admits two null parallel m-planes intersecting in the given (m — l)-plane.

These planes are all contained in the parallel (m-\-l)-plane 0/ nullity

m — l conjugate to the given (m — l)-plane.

(b) 1/ n = 2m and M admits a parallel m-plane 0/nullity m — l, then

(i) its null part fi is a null parallel (m — l)-plane; (ii) it admits a pencil

0/ parallel m-planes all intersecting in fi; 0/ these, all except two are 0/

nullity m — l, the exceptional two being wholly null m-planes; (iii) all the

m-planes are contained in the parallel (m-\-l)-plane conjugate to fi,

which is 0/ nullity m — l.

(c) I/n = 2m +1 and Madmits a parallel m-planeU 0/ nullity m — l,

then it also admits the following parallel planes: (i) the null (m—1)-

plane fi, which is the null part of H; (ii) two null m-planes LTi, IL; (iii) the

(m-\-2)-plane fi', of nullity m — l, conjugate to fi; (iv) the (m-\-l)-plane

LI' of nullity m — l, conjugate toU; (v) the two (m+ 1)-planes TAi ,Ti.2

both of nullity m, conjugate to IIi and Hi. All these planes intersect in fi

and are contained in fi'.

3. Proof of Theorem (a). We first observe that certain statements

in the theorem are immediate consequences of the fact that the plane

conjugate to any parallel plane is parallel, and the intersection and

union of two parallel planes are both parallel planes (cf. Wong [5,

Lemmas 1.6 and 1.7]; and Walker [3, Theorems 3.1 and 3.2]). Proof of

these statements will be omitted.

We first prove that our assertions are true in any coordinate neigh-

bourhood U of M. Let {A^}, l^A, B^m — 1, be a normal basis of

the given parallel null (m — 1)-plane II on U. Then we have, by Propo-

sition (a), that

(3.1) VkXB = LAkBx\.
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Consider the system of m — 1 equations in W:

(3.2) XA-W = 0,

where XA • W denotes the inner product of the two vectors XA and W

defined by the Riemannian metric on M. Since {XA} is a normal

basis of a null im — l)-plane, the vectors XA are independent and

XA-XB = Q. Therefore, equations (3.2) have exactly 2m — im — 1)

= m + l independent solutions, and we may take them to be the m + 1

vectors XB and two other vectors Fiand Y2. Then {XA, Yi, Y2} form

a basis of the (rez + l)-planeIF conjugate toll. We now prove

Lemma. The vectors Yu Y2 can be so chosen that

(3.3) F,Fi = 0,        F2-F2 = 0,        YVY2^Q.

Proof. We first note that if at least one of Fi • Fi and F2 • Y2 is zero,

then Yx- Y2?±0. For, if F,- Fi = 0 and Yt- F2 = 0, say, then the system

of m + 1 independent equations in IF:

XA-W = 0,        YVW = 0,        Y2-W = 0

would have m independent solutions, namely, XB and Fi, and this is

impossible. We can now prove our lemma. If both Yi- Yi and Y2- Y2

are zero, then our lemma is proved. If only one of them is zero, say,

Y\ ■ Yi = 0, we can replace Y2 by F2 =X Yi+ Y2, where X is the root of

Y2-Y2 = 2AI'VF2+ Y2-Y2 = 0.

If neither Yi-Yi nor Y2-Y2 is zero, we first replace Yi by Fi

= Fi+/iF2, where u (which may not be real) is a root of

Yi-fi =  Yi-Yi+ 2nYvY2 + a2Y2-Y2 = 0,

and then replace Y2 by F2 = \Fi+F2 for some suitable \ as before.

Hence our lemma is proved.

Let us now assume that Y\, Y2 have been chosen as in the above

lemma. Then, {XA, Yi} and {XA, Y2} are normal bases of two null

?re-planes. From (3.1) and the fact that XA, Yu Y2 form a complete

system of independent solutions of (3.2), it follows easily by taking

the covariant derivative of (3.2) that

V, Yhi = LAkiXA + Nli Yi+nI F2,        V* Y2 = li2XA+n\2 yI+nLyI,

where the L's and A^'s are some covectors. Multiplying these two

equations by Fw and Y2h, respectively (and summing over h), we get

2*^=0, Nxt2 = 0. Therefore,

(3.4) VtF, = LtiXA + NtiYi,       Va.F2 = ltxA + NklY2.
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Hence, by (3.1), (3.4) and Proposition (b), the two null m-planes with

bases {XA, Yi}, {XA, Y2] are both parallel m-planes on U. Obviously

these two m-planes are contained in the (m + 1)-plane IF with basis

{XA, Yi, Yi}, which is conjugate to the null-plane II with basis {XA}

and is easily seen to be of nullity m — l. These prove that Theorem

(a) is true in any coordinate neighbourhood U of M.

To prove that it is true globally on M, let us consider another co-

ordinate neighbourhood Z7*in M and the vectors X** (l^A*^m — l),

Y* and Y* on U* corresponding to the vectors XA, Yi and F2 on U.

Then, since the null m-plane II is given globally on M, we have

(3.5) on    U(~\U*: X*A* = &.XA,

for some functions <pA, whose matrix (d>A,) is everywhere of full rank

in Ur\U*. From (3.5), (3.2) and the equations XAs-W* = 0 which

correspond to (3.2), it follows that

(3.6) Y* = yhXA+xiiYi+xiiYi, Y*2=y£xA+XnYi+X22Y2.

Therefore, taking into account (3.3) and the corresponding conditions

on Ff and F*, we have

0 = F* • Ft = xnxi2 Vi -Y2,       0 = F* • F* = X21X22 F, • F2,

0 * Y* ■ F* = (X11X22 + xuXh) Fi • Yt,       0 ^ F, • Y2.

These require either that xn^O, Xi2 = 0, X2i = 0 and X22 5*=0, or that

Xn = 0. Xi2^0, X2i^0 and X22 = 0. Thus, interchanging Y* and F* if

necessary, we have

(3.7) Y* = yptxA + XiiYi, Y*2=ypixA + x2iY2,

where Xn^O, X22^0. Now equations (3.5) and (3.7)i show that the m

independent vectors XA and Fi which are defined locally in each

coordinate neighbourhood of M piece together to form a (null parallel)

m-plane on M. Similarly for the vectors XA and F2. Hence Theorem

(a) is completely proved.

4. Proof of Theorem (b). Again we first prove our assertions in a

coordinate neighbourhood U of M. Let II be a parallel m-plane of

nullity m — l on If and {XA, Y}, l^A, B^m — l,a normal basis of II

on U, where XA are null vectors and F is a unit vector. Then we have,

easily,

(4.1) VkXB = LAkBXA,        WkYh = LAkXA.

Equations (4.1)i show that the null part fi with basis {XA } is a paral-

lel (m—l)-plane.
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Now consider the system of m independent equations:

(4.2) XA-W = 0,        Y-W = 0.

It has exactly m independent solutions, and we may take them to be

the m — 1 vectors XB and another vector Z. Then {XA, Z} is a basis

of the w-pIaneIF conjugate toll.

It is easily seen from (4.2) that Z cannot be linearly dependent on

the m vectors XA and F. Moreover, Z is nonnull; otherwise, the m

independent equations

Xa-W = 0,       Z-W = 0

would have m + 1 independent solutions, namely, XB, Y and Z, and

this is impossible. Therefore, we may take Z to be a unit vector. Let

this be done. Then, we easily deduce from (4.1) and (4.2) that

(4.3) VkZh = NAkXA.

Now, let a and P be any constants, not both zero. Then the vector

aY+pZ is linearly independent of the m — 1 vectors XA. Moreover,

it follows from (4.1)2 and (4.3) that

(4.4) Vkia Yh + pz") = iaLt + pNA)XA.

This, together with (4.1)i, shows that the rez-plane with basis

{XA, aY+pz} is a parallel rez-plane on TJ, by Proposition (b). If

aY+pZ is nonnull, as will be generally the case, the jre-plane is of

nullity m — 1; but if the ratio a: P has either of the two values that

make aY+pZ null, then the rez-plane is wholly null. All the ?re-planes

of the pencil {XA, aY+pz} are contained in the (m + l)-plane with

basis {XA, F, Z}, which is conjugate to the null (m— l)-plane 12 with

basis {XA} and is obviously of nullity m — 1. Theorem (b) is thus

proved for a coordinate neighbourhood TJ of M.

To prove that it is true globally on M, we proceed as in the proof of

Theorem (a). Thus, on UC\U*, {XA, Y} and {X*A*, Y*} are both

normal bases of the given rez-plane of nullity m — 1, where XA, X** are

null vectors and F, F* are unit vectors. Therefore, we have

(4.5) on UD TJ*:        XA. = d>A.XA,    Y* = d>AXA + Y,

where the matrix (0^*) is of full rank. On account of this, the equa-

tions

X*A*-W* = 0,        Y*-W*=0,

which correspond to (4.2) reduce to XA-W* = 0, Y-W* = 0.
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Therefore, since both Z and Z* are unit vectors, we have that

(4.6) Z* = +*XA + Z.

It now follows from (4.5) and (4.6) that, for any constants a and /8,

not both zero,

(4.7) aY* + (3Z* = (a<bA + pypA)XA + aY + pZ.

Equations (4.5)i and (4.7) show that, for each pair of constants a and

/3/which are not both zero and which are the same for all the coordi-

nate neighbourhoods of M, the m — l independent vectors XA and

aY-\-l3Z defined locally on each coordinate neighbourhood of M piece

together to form a (parallel) m-plane of nullity m — 1 or m on M.

Hence, Theorem (b) is completely proved.

5. Proof of Theorem (c). The proof is similar to that for Theorem

(a) and (b), and only an outline of it will be given. Let II be the given

parallel m-plane of nullity m — l on M, U a coordinate neighbourhood

in M and {XA, Y}, where F is a unit vector, a normal basis of II on U.

The system of m independent equations XA- W=0, F- IF=0 admits

exactly m + 1 independent solutions which may be taken to be the

m — l vectors XB and two other vectors Zi and Z2 such that

Zi-Zi = 0,       ZrZi = 0,        Zi-Z2 5* 0.

Then the two null m-planesIIi,II2 with bases {AT,i, Zx}, {XA, Zi} are

both parallel m-planes on U. The (m + l)-planesIIi',II2' conjugate to

III, LI2 have bases {XA, Y, Zx}, {XA, Y, Z2}, respectively. All the

planesIT.IIi, LI2, III' andll2' intersect in the null (m —l)-plane fi with

basis {XA} and are contained in the (m + 2)-plane with basis

{XA, Y, Zi, Zi}, which is conjugate to fi.

The proof that these results hold globally on M is almost identical

with that given for Theorem (a) and (b) and is therefore omitted.
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